
Available colours according to the shade card  ERA

All the parameters of ERA
are up to the European standard EN 12590:1999

ERA is recommended for sewing of:

ERA
®

ERA
®

100 % polyester
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these are multipurpose polyester sewing threads made by using modern revolutionary production

technology, giving them the best properties of core spun threads and spun threads. Designed to meet the

highest quality requirements. The optimum choice of physical and mechanical parameters guarant es

high tensile strength and very good sew ability. Suitable for every type of stitch, seam and all types

machines.

ERA is especially recommended for corset articles, underwear, women and men's wear, shirts,

blouses, jeans clothes, special work , upholstery and leather fancy goods.

light women , men and children s garments, blouses, shirts, underwear, work
and sportswear, coats, sleeping bags

’s ’s ’ wear

.Make up: crosswound on tubes or cones

dtex dtex cN cN m No.

ERA 120 280 280 821 1 200 1000, 5000 70 - 80

ERA 80 490 496 1 602 2 050 1000, 5000 80 - 90

ERA 50 350 x 2 784 2 306 3 400 1000, 5000 100 - 120

ERA 40 E 420 x 2 905 2 797 3 950 5000 120 - 140

Technical data:

heavy fabrics, leather clothing, camping articles, shoes, industrial gloves,
decorative seams on jeans, bathroom rugs, furniture upholstery

furniture upholstery, heavy fabrics, leather clothing, jeans wear, camping articlesERA 40 EERA 40 E

ERA 50ERA 50

ERA 80ERA 80
women , men and children's wear, sportswear, jeanswear, medium - weight fabrics,
protective and work clothing, camping articles

’s ’s

ERA 120ERA 120

Article Dtex x ply

Average
linear mass

of the threads

Minimum average tensile strength

required by
the Standard
PN-EN 12590

guaranteed by
„ARIADNA”

Make - up
Recommended

needle size
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